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Anxious Nation: A Feature Documentary
Exploring Anxiety, Kids and Families

 ANXIOUS NATION

It started in 2019 with a single post on Facebook: “Kids and Anxiety, who is dealing with it?”
As the parent of a child who suffers from anxiety, I knew that if I was struggling, then most
families dealing with anxiety are too.

While I received a few public posts from friends willing to be open and honest about their
struggles on that very public forum, the private messages overwhelmed me. It was as if I gave
everyone permission to talk about the 10,000-pound elephant in the room. Suddenly, people I
thought I knew well began to share their heartbreaking stories about struggling with anxiety in
their homes. While each was remarkable and unique, they were also commonplace... too
commonplace. So many were confused about where to turn to for help.

When we set out to make this film, we had no idea what was ahead for all of us. A few weeks
before COVID-19 shut down our country, we sent out 14 cameras to our cast so they could
document their lives and experiences learning to cope during the pandemic—in real-time. This
unexpected turn gave us an insight into anxiety through a whole new lens. The question of
anxiety and who is dealing with it suddenly felt moot. Because we all were, and most of us still
are. The statistics from when we started filming in 2019 to where we are today are downright
frightening--and getting worse.

Anxious Nation explores and captures the many faces and facets of anxiety. This feature-length
documentary takes a deep look into the crisis of anxiety and mental health in America,
especially its impact on kids (ages 10-26) and families. We zero in on how anxiety shows up, the
nurture/nature debate, what's happening in homes and society that's significantly adding to the
problem, the crisis on college campuses, and the impact of anxiety and mental health in lower
socioeconomic communities, especially the brown and black communities. We discuss stigma,
loneliness, isolation, disconnection, the alarming rise in suicide, the dangers of social media,
overmedication, incorrect diagnoses, and the horrific mental health ramifications of the COVID-
19 pandemic.



1 in 3 kids in the US suffers
from generalized anxiety.

70% of teens (13-17) view
anxiety and depression as a

major problem.

50% of 18-22 year-olds feel
lonelier and more isolated than

seniors 72 and older.

From August 2020 to February
2021, the percentage of adults

with recent symptoms of an
anxiety or a depressive

disorder increased to 41.5%

Suicide rates among 15-24 year-
olds have tripled since the 1950s

and is the 2nd most common
cause of death among college

students.

The average wait time on college
campuses for an initial mental

health appointment ranges from 
3-12 weeks.

-In early 2021, there was a 51%
increase in emergency room visits
in the United States for suspected

suicide attempts for adolescent
girls.

60.3% of youth with major
depression do not receive any

mental health treatment.





DIRECTOR'S STATEMENTS

“This is not a film I wanted to make. As a mom of 3 kids, It was simply too close to home for me. I have witnessed my children grow up in an era
that has heavily burdened them with the weight of the legacy of social, political, and environmental issues, and the onslaught of new technology.
Mix those realities with the inherent challenges of growing up, whatever pre-disposition their genetic makeup gave them at birth and the way they
have been  influenced by me and the rest of our family and you have set the perfect table for anxiety to blossom and flourish. So, when Laura first

approached me in 2019, I was thrilled that she wanted to make this film - but I just didn't have the emotional capacity to be the one to make it.
Instead, I went on to make other films, and my kids kept moving along carrying all they were carrying and coping the best they could.

And then it was 2020. Over the past 2 years I have seen every one of their peers struggle with anxiety to a degree I had never seen before. And
while journeying through my own life with my kids, Laura came back to me after production and asked if I'd turn the content she gathered with kids,

parents, and experts around the country into a film that might reach into this moment and give some support to the families across the country
who are at a loss for what to do to help their kids. This time I said yes, because as close to home as I thought anxiety was in 2019 - now I felt it was
seeping through the walls of the house, into our bones; and the best way through it would be to understand it more and to turn my own anxiety into

doing  something perhaps meaningful by creating this film that will hopefully be a touch point for kids, teens, and families, as well as a message
and call to action directed at policy makers, mental health providers and corporations who target young people.

We have collectively been hit by so much loss, sorrow, fear and uncertainty, especially these past few years, and we as the adults have not been
able to assure our kids that there will be light at the end of this rough time. We have never navigated the world they are inheriting so they are on

their own to chart a path that only they can lead. But I do the best I can as a mom, knowing I don't have all the answers, but hope that by
contributing what I could to making this film that our kids feel seen, heard and supported; and that we as a society make the urgent changes

needed to give them all the resources to create community and meaning for  themselves and their future.”

-Vanessa Roth



“Anxious Nation really started in 2019 with a single post on Facebook: “Kids and Anxiety, who is struggling with it?”
 

As the mother of an anxious child, I wanted to know if what I was dealing with in my own home was happening to other families? I
had no idea what these other family were going through because they felt too ashamed, embarrassed—and alone. That single post
gave them permission to share, without guilt or shame. I wanted to understand the many faces and facets of anxiety. So, I set off on
a mission to find answers—and solutions. We were an extremely anxious nation long before the pandemic. But when Covid hit, my

question about anxiety and who is struggling suddenly felt moot. Because we all were, and millions of us still are. I spent three years
deeply exploring the crisis of anxiety and mental health in America, especially its impact on our kids and their families. Our cast

comes from different socio-economic, cultural and belief systems, and bravely share their stories of struggle and hope. We also
hear insights from the very best experts who are helping them cope. As the richest country in the world, we are failing our children
when it comes to mental health. And while it may be easy to point the finger of blame at social media and our devices as the root
cause of anxiety, loneliness and social isolation are far greater triggers.I learned we can expect anxiety to show up. And when it

does, manage it so that it doesn’t manage us. Better still, we can harness anxious energy and use it for good.”
 

-Laura Morton
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